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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -- 

Fantasy Takes Flight in Suspended Motion’s Eventyr, June 1 and 2 at The Clark Center 

Aerial Arts Studio Takes Ballet and Imagination to New Heights with Aerial Spectacular 

 

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA (May 2, 2013) - Suspended Motion Aerial Arts, an aerial dance studio in San Luis Obispo 

specializing in silk, trapeze, lyra and other flying, cirque-style dance forms, presents its annual summer public performance 

on June 1 and 2 at The Clark Center in Arroyo Grande. 

Called Eventyr, Into the Forest, this year’s aerial ballet 

features a cast of 35 local aerialists as they take to the air 

to create a magical, musical tale of love, passion, and 

flight. 

The high-flying fantasy follows lovers Eva and 

Javan as they venture deep into a magical forest watched 

over by the mischievous and domineering Pixie. Caught 

up in Pixie's tricks, the lovers must fight the forest’s 

mystical creatures and mysterious powers to find their 

way through, and back to each other.  

 “The tale is loosely based on A Mid-Summer Night’s Dream,” explain Suspended Motion Co-Owners and Eventyr 

Co-Writers and Directors Elizabeth Stevenson and Gigi Penton, of the romance set in a fairy-governed forest. “The rest of 

the story is completely original.” 

 The thrilling 23-act play is brought to life by lead performers Alex Milaychev as “Pixie” (pictured above-right), 

Kate Perello as “Eva,” and Nolan Pugh as “Javan,” as well as a large cast of children, teens, and adults playing roles such as 

“Tree Spirit,” “Butterfly” and “Rain.” Featuring choreography and performance by guest artists Alex Milaychev and Paige 

Wyatt, the play blends several cirque genres of dance, both on the floor and in the air, in one spectacular and unforgettable 

event.  

“The show has been a lot of fun to direct, and is going to be even more fun for audiences of all ages to 

experience,” Penton says.  

 The 1.5 hour performance will be held at 7 p.m. on Saturday, June 1, and at 2 p.m. on Sunday, June 2. Tickets cost 

$20 ($15 for students, seniors and children) and can be reserved by calling 805.489.9444 or purchased online at 

http://clarkcenter.org or at the Clark Center box office located at 487 Fair Oaks Avenue, Arroyo Grande.  

 Suspended Motion Aerial Arts was founded in 2009 by San Luis Obispo County natives Liz Stevenson (Los 

Osos) and Gigi Penton (Morro Bay) to inspire personal and professional growth, healthy lifestyles, confidence and 

independence through collaboration, classes and performance. After a life of competitive sports (soccer, track and pole 

vaulting to name a few), Stevenson and Penton turned to aerial silks as a novel art that provided both a physical, athletic 

challenge and a graceful outlet for artistic expression. Trained by Rebekah Leach, they now offer silks and other aerial arts 

classes for all levels, as well as private sessions, Saturday through Wednesday at their studio on 207 Suburban Road in San 
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Luis Obispo. In addition to the periodic public performances they direct, they also maintain a troupe of professional, 

traveling aerial performers, available to perform at private events.  

 For more information about Suspended Motion, visit www.SuspendedMotion.net. For media interested in 

images, interviews or more information about Eventyr please contact Jamie Relth at JamieRelth@hotmail.com or Gigi 

Penton at suspendedmotionslo@gmail.com or 805.748.6245.  
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